I congratulate Heymsfield and colleagues for the detailed study of aircraft-induced hole-punch and canal clouds (Heymsfield et al. 2010). They hypothesized that latent heat produces an updraft–downdraft mechanism that partially explains the growth and circular nature of the hole-punch clouds. The mechanism was confirmed theoretically in their Science article (Heymsfield et al. 2011) and the mechanism was highlighted in the Physics Today “Back Scatter” page (Heymsfield 2011).

For the sake of completeness and historical accuracy, I would like to point out a few errors and omissions in the BAMS article. The authors wrote of a photograph of a hole in a cloud published in the August 1968 Weatherwise that generated considerable interest in the U.S. meteorological community and set off a round of speculation as to its cause. They wrote that proposed explanations were published in the February 1969 Weatherwise and following issues. There, indeed, were explanations in the February 1969 issue but no explanations in the following issues. The explanations were confined to three consecutive issues—October and December 1968 and February 1969.

In December 1968, I proposed the same mechanism elucidated by Heymsfield et al. (2010) when I wrote in the December 1968 issue of Weatherwise, “Another mechanism, however, could explain the circular hole. A point-source nucleation with a rapid release of latent heat produced an updraft in the thin, stable cirrocumulus layer. To compensate for the updraft the surrounding air subsided. This subsidence could cause a circulation. The ice crystal zone propagated radially outward somewhat, but the sharply defined edge was probably caused by subsidence” (Hindman 1968, p. 241). The authors either overlooked or were unaware of this explanation.

Additionally, they overlooked a thorough paper by Johnson and Holle (1969). The Johnson–Holle article carefully developed a three-step process forming the “hole-punch” clouds, the third step being my updraft–downdraft mechanism. Heymsfield et al. (2010) could have easily overlooked this reference because the BAMS online archive starts at volume 51.

Finally, I submit that the authors’ statement in their Science article, “It is plausible that a small-scale and persistent updraft could develop in the ice region with compensating downdrafts on the outside edges, causing the water cloud to erode by evaporation (A. J. Heymsfield et al., BAMS, 91, 753, 2010)” (Heymsfield et al. 2011, p. 80) should have been referenced “Hindman (1968), Johnson and Holle (1969), and Heymsfield et al. (2010).”
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Professor Hindman notes that

In December 1968, I proposed the same mechanism elucidated by Heymsfield et al. (2010) when I wrote in the December 1968 issue of Weatherwise, “Another mechanism, however, could explain the circular hole. A point-source nucleation with a rapid release of latent heat produced an updraft in the thin, stable cirro-cumulus layer. To compensate for the updraft the surrounding air subsided. This subsidence could cause a circulation. The ice crystal zone propagated radially outward somewhat, but the sharply defined edge was probably caused by subsidence” (Hindman 1968, p. 241). The authors either overlooked or were unaware of this explanation.

We thank Prof. Hindman for his pointing out the mechanism he proposed and ones elucidated by Johnson and Holle (1969). Doctor Holle pointed out his valuable contribution directly to us. We were unaware of either of these valuable contributions. We also thank Prof. Hindman for his corrections and additions. Important additions to the references he suggests are Pedgley (2008) and Westbrook and Davies (2010). We initially referenced those two articles in our Science article but had to remove them because of space limitations. We want to correct the credit given for the picture of the Antarctic hole-punch cloud that appeared in our Science article. Eric Brown took that picture.

We do want to respond to a few points raised in Prof. Hindman’s comments about our articles. The first observation of a hole-punch cloud reported in the formal meteorological literature was in an article by Simon (1966) that we reported in our BAMS article. Simon identified the cause as by aircraft, identified the hole in an altocumulus cloud, and estimated the air temperature to be −7.5°C from a sounding six hours earlier. He noted that the hole appeared about 20 min after the aircraft flew through the cloud and that ice streamed from it. This important set of observations was overlooked in discussions of the Weatherwise hole-in-cloud observation.

We also wish to clarify what types of clouds were present in the Weatherwise observation as it relates to the formation of holes in clouds via “point sources.” Cirrus forms primarily in the upper troposphere, above ~8 km (25,000 ft), when temperatures are mostly below −35°C, and are composed almost entirely of ice crystals. A cirrocumulus cloud is a cirrus with small cloud elements in the form of separate or merged grains, ripples, etc. These clouds do not contain cloud droplets—an important component in the production of hole-punch clouds, as we show in our Science article (Heymsfield et al. 2011) and summarize below. From modeling calculations, we have examined how much temperature rise would occur from a point source in a cloud field at water saturation at −40°C (an upper limit for a cirrus cloud) and −15°C (in an altocumulus cloud) that drives the ambient vapor density to ice saturation. At −40°C, there would be at most a local heating of 0.32°C, whereas at −15°C this would be 0.82°C. Altocumulus clouds are conducive to heat generation; cirrus are not because their lapse rate is already affected by ice latent heating. The only explanation of how the “cirrocumulus” in the Weatherwise article could have been affected by the passage of a “point source” is via condensation or aerodynamic contrails. Contrails were known at the time to occur in the upper troposphere only at temperatures below about −40°C (Appleman 1953). It is not understood by us how this would have led to a clearing effect in otherwise ice clouds because the ice crystals would have generally maintained a small size with generally low terminal velocities, not the larger ice particles that sedimented in the Weatherwise (1968) “hole-in-cloud observation” and the Simon (1966) photograph.

We also want to point out how the mechanism we propose differs from the description provided in the Hindman letter to Weatherwise (Hindman 1968). Regarding the production of updrafts via latent heat release and compensating downdrafts around the edges, this process had been discussed in connection with the dynamical cloud seeding concept developed in the 1950s (Braham et al. 1957). Via the mechanism we propose (Heymsfield et al. 2010, 2011), ice crystals
are generated behind the tips of engine propellers or in overwing aerodynamic contrails as air is cooled essentially adiabatically and the preexisting and/or resulting condensate in the form of droplets cool to a temperature where they homogeneously freeze. We emphasize that high concentrations can occur in these thin veils of ice but that potentially lower concentrations of heterogeneously nucleated ice can occur at these and warmer temperatures. This narrow ice ribbon initially spreads laterally primarily by turbulence and thereafter is quite slow (see Heymsfield et al. 2010). Downward spreading initially is several hundred meters in the wake vortex. At the interface of the ice and preexisting cloud droplets (assuming for this discussion that a supercooled altocumulus cloud exists), the Bergeron–Findeisen (B–F) process kicks in and erodes the cloud droplet population at the ice–droplet interface. According to the B–F process, if ice is introduced into a liquid water cloud at subfreezing temperatures, the liquid droplets will be out of vapor pressure equilibrium relative to the ice and the liquid will evaporate, with vapor depositing onto the ice crystals and causing them to grow larger. As shown in the Heymsfield et al. (2011) paper, this necessary process, together with the resulting dynamical effects—updrafts in the ice regions induced by the latent heat released largely by conversion of droplets to vapor to deposition on ice—can produce a visual hole or canal. The ice crystals deplete the vapor supplied by the updraft and prevent the hole or canal from filling in with cloud and the ice crystals are suspended in the updraft until they are large enough to fall through and below the increasing vertical velocities. The B–F process is a component that is necessary to widen the hole and produce a long-lived updraft–downdraft couplet.
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